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Whether you enjoy watching the flowers bloom
in spring, the leaves change colors in autumn, or
the snow fall in winter, Ballew’s Freedom Room
gives you the luxury of enjoying every season right from
your own home. Top quality vinyl windows and
thermally broken extrusions guarantee top rate energy
savings. The extrusions also have built-in electrical
raceways allowing for all of the conveniences of home
with an attractive outdoor view.

FREEDOM to entertain
family and friends or
spend a peaceful day in a
room that is all your own.
It is your choice —
CHOOSE FREEDOM.
Extra wide space in electrical
raceways makes for easy
installation of boxes and
receptacles.
Each extrusion has a thermal
break that inhibits the
transfer of heat or cold from
outside to inside.

Our low maintenance patio room is designed with
the best options in the industry. The vinyl windows
are manufactured with top quality vinyl, low e glass,
and interlocking meeting rails to seal out the elements
and provide a comfortable living environment. Twin
cam locks on the windows insure top of the line
security, while adjustable brass rollers provide for
years of trouble-free operation.

Carefully engineered in 48 states
AAMA certified windows
Exceptional color match between
windows and extrusions
Limited Lifetime Warranty on
windows
Approximate R-value of 14.28 for
walls
Inside removable screens and sashes make window cleaning a breeze

White

Sandstone
Duratex

Declare your independence with the Ballew’s Aluminum Products, Inc. Freedom Room….The room that gives you the freedom to enjoy it throughout the entire year. Be it an extra room for
a birthday party in spring, a 4th of July barbeque, Labor Day celebration, or a family gathering in December, the Freedom Room
provides the perfect style at a liberating price for all of your entertaining.

